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ABSTRACT 

To meet stringent market demands, manufacturers must produce Radio 

Frequency (RF) transceivers that provide wireless communication between elec-

tronic components used in consumer products at extremely low cost. Semiconduc-

tor manufacturers are in a steady race to increase integration levels through ad-

vanced system-on-chip (SoC) technology. The testing costs of these devices tend 

to increase with higher integration levels. As the integration levels increase and 

the devices get faster, the need for high-calibre low cost test equipment become 

highly dominant. However testing the overall system becomes harder and more 

expensive. Traditionally, the transceiver system is tested in two steps utilizing 

high-calibre RF instrumentation and mixed-signal testers, with separate measure-

ment setups for transmitter and receiver paths. Impairments in the RF front-end, 

such as the I/Q gain and phase imbalance and nonlinearity, severely affect the per-

formance of the device.  The transceiver needs to be characterized in terms of 

these impairments in order to guarantee good performance and specification re-

quirements. The motivation factor for this thesis is to come up with a low cost and 

computationally simple extraction technique of these impairments. In the pro-

posed extraction technique, the mapping between transmitter input signals and 

receiver output signals are used to extract the impairment and nonlinearity para-

meters. This is done with the help of detailed mathematical modeling of the tran-

sceiver. While the overall behavior is nonlinear, both linear and nonlinear models 

to be used under different test setups are developed. A two step extraction tech-
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nique has been proposed in this work. The extraction of system parameters is per-

formed by using the mathematical model developed along with a genetic algo-

rithm implemented in MATLAB. The technique yields good extraction results 

with reasonable error. It uses simple mathematical operation which makes the ex-

traction fast and computationally simple when compared to other existing tech-

niques such as traditional two step dedicated approach, Nonlinear Solver (NLS) 

approach, etc. It employs frequency domain analysis of low frequency input and 

output signals, over cumbersome time domain computations. Thus a test method, 

including detailed behavioral modeling of the transceiver, appropriate test signal 

design along with a simple algorithm for extraction is presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK 

Modern wireless devices utilize high level of circuit integration to meet 

market requirements of low power consumption and the demand for smaller de-

vices. Continuous scaling of devices and demand for high data rate, have been 

made performance requirements and specifications more stringent. The emer-

gence of advancements in system on chip technologies has lead to integration of 

different radio-frequency devices/modules, such as low noise amplifier (LNA), 

mixer and power amplifier (PA) onto a single die. Due to this increasing level of 

complexity of radio-frequency circuits, their testing becomes more challenging, -

expensive, and time consuming. 

Standard tests for present mixed signal integrated circuits, IC’s are com-

plex and usually comprised of advanced measurement techniques. High perfor-

mance test instruments are essential to accomplish these measurements. While 

prices for manufactures devices have been going down rapidly, the price for high 

calibre test equipment has not followed suit. This trend makes the test cost an in-

creasing percentage of the overall cost.  For the measurement of important para-

meters of Radio Frequency, RF Transceivers, traditional test approaches use a two 

step approach wherein the transmitter and receiver are tested individually. These 

traditional approaches also require high frequency test equipments. This approach 

requires long test time and several different test setups, both of which result in an 

increase in the overall test cost and time. Thus researchers, have been aiming at 
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developing solutions to use available low cost test equipment to test and charac-

terize the transceiver. 

Complete characterization of an RF Transceiver, including transmitter and 

receiver, in terms of In phase and quadrature phase (I/Q) mismatch, time skew 

parameters, and non linearity is essential in order to ensure proper operation and 

quality of the transceiver. One step towards solving the transceiver test problem is 

to utilize on chip resources for test purposes [1], which is also known as built in 

test (BiST). In this approach the tester resources which are required for the partic-

ular test are implemented with available on chip functional blocks. Today’s tran-

sceiver systems contain many on-chip functional blocks and hence this approach 

has been receiving much attention [2][3][4]. 

One strategy used to implement BiST involves separate testing of the in-

dividual building blocks of the RF front-end system. In this case each building 

block is considered as a separate circuit under test (CUT) and special test stimuli 

are used to test the blocks. Since this strategy calls for specialized BiST circuitry 

for each CUT, it increases the test overhead. Another disadvantage with this strat-

egy is that variations in BiST circuitry could lead to large fluctuations in test re-

sults. 

In order to reduce the dependency on expensive RF instrumentation, loop-

back based testing has been very popular [4][5][6]. This technique involves test-

ing the complete transceiver front end system as a whole. In this technique the 
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output of the transmitter is looped back to the receiver input internally or on the 

test board, such that only baseband signals are used in the overall test. 

Detailed characterization of the device under worst case scenarios such as 

in the presence of blockers, in presence of adjacent channel interferes, is extreme-

ly important in order to determine the quality of the device under test. A tradition-

al approach to this has been through detailed characterization of performance pa-

rameters such as path gain, Third order intercept point- IIP3, 1-dB compression 

point, port impedances etc. However, measurement of all these parameters calls 

for the need for multiple test setups and long test times. Researchers have used the  

loop back setup for transceivers to measure various circuit characteristics [4][5] 

[6].Also delayed, frequency shifted (offset mixer)  or switched loop back paths 

were used for single channel direct frequency conversion  transceiver circuits for 

measuring parameters such as path gain, , IIP3, and  1dB compression point. 

One of the major challenges involved in loop back based BiST, is the de-

coupling of the transmitter and receiver parameters. A composite effect of im-

pairments of the both the transmitter and receiver is what is observed as the re-

ceiver output. Some of the earlier loop back methods distinguish gain and nonli-

nearity parameters of the transmitter and receiver [5]. However decoupling of I/Q 

mismatch and time skew parameters is also extremely crucial. Another major dif-

ficulty associated with the loop back setup of the transceiver is the time delay in-

troduced by the physical signal path connecting the transmitter and the receiver. 

This delay complicates measurements by adding another unknown parameter to 
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the system. In prior work although an attempt was made to decouple I/Q mis-

match, time skew and nonlinear characteristics through the use of nonlinear least 

square techniques (NLS)[6], this method is found to be computationally complex 

to implement on chip and time consuming. In [6] the transmitter and receiver non-

linearity characteristics are obtained through solving intermediate parameters ex-

tracted by NLS and by changing the loop back path attenuation. This increases the 

number of equations to extract the nonlinear behavior of the transmitter and re-

ceiver paths separately, thus increasing the complexity of the process of extrac-

tion.  

In this work a loopback based testing along with mathematical modeling is 

employed similar to [6]. However in [6] the NLS is used for parameter extraction. 

In this work a genetic search algorithm is used to reduce the implementation 

overhead and memory requirements for on chip implementation. The method pre-

sented in this thesis analyzes low frequency receiver I/Q outputs, together with 

the test signals applied to the transmitter I/Q inputs. A detailed analytical model 

has been developed for the extraction of parameters. A two step process is em-

ployed. A linear model is first used to extract the IQ imbalance and time skew pa-

rameters. It is ensured that this linear model is valid by adjusting the signals such 

that all the signals are below the 1dB compression points of both paths. A nonli-

near model is also developed for the system. Once the linear parameters such as 

path Gain, gain mismatch, phase mismatch, DC offsets and time skew are ex-

tracted. These parameters become as known for the second step of the proposed 
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two step approach. A simplified non-linear model of the system is used to extract 

the nonlinear parameters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE TRANSCEIVER 

Ideally, the transceiver should have all the desired properties such as a low 

bit error rate (BER) and high image rejection ratio. However, the transceiver en-

compassing analog circuitry is prone to parametric deviations, which can be a re-

sult of highly undesired process variations. The transceiver can thus be characte-

rized in terms of impairments such as I/Q gain mismatch, I/Q phase mismatch, 

I/Q time skew, I/Q DC offset and transmitter/receiver nonlinearity. 

Gain mismatch between the I and Q channels result in crosstalk between 

the I and Q signals which are uncorrelated. This crosstalk represents itself as noise 

and reduces the signal to noise ratio –SNR at the receiver output. 

The I and Q arms are ideally 90° off phase which makes them orthogonal. 

The orthogonality of the carrier signals both on the transmitter and receiver side, 

have large impact on the efficient operation of the transceiver. The orthogonality 

of the I/Q arms is degraded by the phase mismatch between the I/Q arms. This 

phase mismatch is due to the errors in the phase shifter block as well as the time 

delay mismatches on the RF side of the system. 

 The time skew between the I and Q channels causes a shift in the received 

symbol time interval, which leads to error in calculation of the received symbols. 

The nonlinearity is a result of the underlying nonlinear nature of semicon-

ductor devices. While many blocks contained in the transceiver present with non-
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linear behavior, the overall nonlinearity can be modeled in the LNA for the re-

ceive path and PA for the transmit path. For system level characterization focus is 

only on the nonlinearity of the whole path rather than the nonlinearity of the indi-

vidual blocks.  In the loopback mode receive path is cascaded with the transmit 

path. Nonlinear terms generated by the transmitter get further amplified by the 

receiver. Moreover the receiver generates additional nonlinear terms. The Figure 

2-1 shows the basic block diagram of an I/Q modulating transceiver.  

 

Figure 2-1 Block Diagram of RF Transceiver System 

2.1 Linear Model: 

In order to facilitate the extraction of parameters, a linear system model of 

the transceiver is derived. Using this model the goal is to extract the linear im-

pairment parameters of the transceiver. The validity of this model is ensured by 

using low power signals for both paths which would minimize the effect of the 

nonlinear terms generated by either path. Starting with the transmitter base band 

signals, which can be waveforms modulated with any digital modulation tech-
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nique. Using this approach the following section describes in detail how the linear 

system model of the transceiver is derived. 

The transmitter I/Q signals are denoted by I(t) and Q(t). Transmitter delay 

is denoted by τtx , baseband time skew of the transmitter by τdtx, the gain mis-

match by gtx, and DC components by DCitx and DCqtx. For phase definition the 

I arm is taken as reference. Signals at inputs of the up conversion mixers will be: 

I' t =I t-τtx +  DCItx                                         (2.1) 

                      Q
' t = 1+gtx .((Q(t-τtx – τdtx)+  DCQtx )                                     (2.2)  

As is seen from equation (2), I/Q gain mismatch is modeled on Q channel of the 

transmitter as an additional gain block with respect to the I channel. This gain 

block will amplify the Q signal by (1 + gtx), where gtx is the gain mismatch. 

Since the transmitter and receiver have separate gain mismatch two parameters 

are defined for I/Q gain mismatch, gtx and grx for transmitter and receiver respec-

tively.  

For up conversion, the above signals are multiplied by the modeled Local 

Oscillator (LO) signals which are as follows: 

   LOitx = cos(ωt)                                                           (2.3) 

            LOqtx=sin(ωt + ϕtx)                                                      (2.4) 
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While the phase mismatch ϕtx is caused by multiple factors, it can be modeled at 

the local oscillator LO since mathematically this will result in the same expres-

sion. 

With the LO and baseband signals defined in (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), 

the transmitted signal can be expressed as: 

                rRF  t = Gtx .[I’ t . cos ωt - Q’ t . sin ωt + ϕtx ]               (2.5)                           

                     rRF  t =Gtx.[  I t- τtx + DCItx . cos ωt – ((1+gtx).(Q(t – τtx – τdtx)+ 

DCQtx ) ). sin(ωt + ϕtx)]                                                                                    (2.6) 

Where Gtx is the gain of the transmit path.  

This signal will be delayed by the loop back path before it reaches the re-

ceiver, where td represents the loop back path delay 

rRF (t-td) = Gtx.[ (I(t- τtx) +  DCItx ). cos(ω(t −

 ((1+gtx).(Q(t – τtx – τdtx) +DCQtx)). sin(ω(t –td)+ ϕtx)] =

rRF – RX (t)             

                                                                             (2.7) 

The above transmitted signal is then is then down converted. For down 

conversion, the LO signals for the receiver can be expressed as: 

                                            LOirx = cos(ωt+φ
d
)                                        (2.8) 
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                                         LOqrx=sin(ωt + ϕrx+φ
d
)                       (2.9) 

RF time skew, delays on the RF side of the mixers will have different ef-

fects on the error of the phase shifter block for the transmitter and receiver sides. 

Thus in order to incorporate the time delays on the transmit and receive path we 

model the phase shift error as two separate variables ϕtx and ϕrx for the trans-

mitter and receiver respectively. 

Signal delayed by the loopback path represented by equation (2.7) is ap-

plied to the receiver input with an attenuator, having an attenuation factor, k. The 

received I/Q signals can be expressed as  

                  Irx  t =
Grx

𝑘
. rRF−RX  t . cos(ωt + φ

d
)                          (2.10) 

               Qrx  t =
Grx

k
.rRF-RX

 t . 1+grx .sin(ωt+φ
RX

+φ
d
)                           (2.11) 

Where Grx is the gain of the receive path, φRX  represents the receive path phase 

mismatch and φd  represents the time delay termωtd. 

During the down conversion of the I/Q signals, high frequency compo-

nents are generated due the frequency mixing operation that takes place. These 

high frequency components are undesired and are removed using filtering. After 

filtering the I/Q signals can be represented as  

IRX-filtered  t =DCIrx+
DCItx.Grx.Gtx. cos tdω-φ

d
 

2 k
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+
DCQtx.Grx.Gtx(1+gtx). sin tdω-φ

d
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

+
Grx.Gtx. 1+gtx . sin tdω-φ

d
-φ

tx
 Q(t-td-τdtx-τtx)

2 k
 

-
Grx.Gtx. cos tdω-φ

d
 I(t-td-τtx)

2 k
 

          (2.12) 

Q
RX-filtered

 t =DCQrx+
DCQtx.Grx.Gtx.  1+grx . 1+gtx .cos tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

+
DCItx.Grx.Gtx.  1+grx .sin tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
 

2 k
 

+
Grx.Gtx.  1+grx . 1+gtx .cos tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
-φ

tx
 Q(t-td-τdtx-τtx)

2 k
 

-
Grx.Gtx. 1+grx . sin tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
 I(t-td-τtx)

2 k
 

              (2.13) 

After the signal has been filtered, a baseband delay τrx is applied to Q arm 

of the receive path, DC components of the I and Q arms of the receive path are 

taken into account and the I/Q signals at the receiver output can be represented as:  
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I𝑅𝑋  t 

= DCIrx +
DCItx . Grx. Gtx. cos tdω − φ

d
 

2 𝑘

+
DCQtx . Grx. Gtx(1 + gtx). sin tdω − φ

d
− φ

tx
 

2 𝑘

+
Grx. Gtx.  1 + gtx . sin tdω − φ

d
− φ

tx
 Q(t − td − τrx − τdtx − τtx)

2 𝑘

−
Grx. Gtx. cos tdω − φ

d
 I(t − td − τrx − τtx)

2 𝑘
 

(2.14)            

Q𝑅𝑋 t =DCQrx+
DCQtx.Grx.Gtx.  1+grx . 1+gtx .cos tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

+
DCItx.Grx.Gtx.  1+grx .sin tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
 

2 k
 

+
Grx.Gtx.  1+grx . 1+gtx .cos tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
-φ

tx
 Q(t-td-τrx-τdtx-τtx)

2 k
 

-
Grx.Gtx. 1+grx . sin tdω+φ

d
+φ

rx
 I(t-td-τrx-τtx)

2 k
 

(2.15) 

It is seen from equations (2.14) and (2.15) that introducing time delay pa-

rameters shifts the transmitted signals as well as results in rotation of signal con-

stellation diagram. Hence the loop back path delay and I/Q time skew parameters 

become significant impairments, that need to be extracted.  
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Hence the parameters included in the model are: 

Gtx  - Gain of the transmit path. 

Grx - Gain of the Receive path. 

DCItx  - DC component of the I arm of the transmit path 

DCQtx  - DC component of the Q arm of the transmit path 

DCIrx  - DC component of the I arm of the receive path 

DCQrx  - DC component of the Q arm of the receive path 

gtx - Gain mismatch of the transmit path 

grx - Gain mismatch of the receive path 

td -Loop back path delay 

ϕtx - I/Q phase mismatch for the transmit side 

ϕrx    - I/Q phase mismatch for the receive side 

φd   -Phase mismatch between the receive and transmit LO due to time 

lay. ωtd 

tqrx  - Time skew , delay mismatch between I and Q arm on receive side 
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2.2  Summary 

This chapter explained the linear system modeling of transceiver. The de-

tailed derivation for the expressions for the response of the system has been pre-

sented. This Chapter shows through mathematical expressions, the output of each 

stage of the transceiver when I/Q input signals are applied to the system. The next 

chapter will discuss in detail how these derived mathematical expressions are 

used in combination with a genetic algorithm to extract various system parameters 

and impairments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GENETIC ALGORITHM AND ITS APPLICATION 

The expressions for the response of the transceiver model are derived as 

shown in the previous chapter. Using the expressions for the amplitude, the vari-

ous parameters need to be decoupled and extracted. In previous work a solver like 

the NLS was used to solve the expressions .However the solver is computational-

ly very complex and cumbersome to implement. So in this work a simpler Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) is used for this purpose. Genetic Algorithm is usually used for 

optimization problems; however in this work it is applied to solve the expressions 

derived to extract the parameters. This Chapter gives an overview and background 

information on genetic algorithms and its application 

An algorithm is a series of steps that can be used to solve a problem. A 

genetic algorithm is one that uses genetics as its model for problem solving. It is a 

search technique to find solutions to an optimization or search problem. Genetic 

Algorithms are inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution – “Survival of the fit-

test”. When one is trying to optimize a problem, one knows the forms of solutions 

corresponding to that particular problem. All these possible forms of solutions 

form the “search space.” The main motivation in solving the problem lies in find-

ing out the solution that fits the best. If it is possible to list out all possible solu-

tions and be able to validate the same, then the problem seems simple. However if 

the search space is large, then this kind of enumeration becomes difficult, simply 

because it is more cumbersome and time consuming. It is in these situations that a 
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specific technique is required to arrive at an optimal solution. Genetic algorithm 

(GA) is one such technique. 

In a Genetic Algorithm the optimization problem takes the place of an en-

vironment and feasible solutions are considered as individuals living in that envi-

ronment. Individuals are a set of symbols or numbers drawn from a finite set. For 

Genetic Algorithms to arrive at an optimum solution to the problem, it is neces-

sary to perform certain operations over these individuals.  

There are two distinct key elements that go into a genetic algorithm. They 

are individuals and population. An individual is a single solution while population 

represents a group of individuals involved in the search process. A population 

consists of a number of individuals being tested, certain parameters that define the 

individuals and some information about search space.  

In a genetic algorithm, fitness of an individual is the value of an objective 

function. For calculating fitness, the chromosome is first decoded and the objec-

tive function is then evaluated. The fitness of the individual indicates how good 

the solution is, and also gives an indication of how close the chromosome or solu-

tion is to the optimal one. 

Two important aspects related to the population are: 

1. Generation of the initial population 

 2. Population size 
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It is desired that the first population chosen have a gene pool as large as 

possible in order to be able to explore the whole search space. All the different 

possible forms of solutions should be present in the population. In order to gener-

ate such an initial population, in most of the cases, a random sample is chosen. 

However a heuristic can be used to select the initial population. This increases the 

fitness of the solution and it may help the genetic algorithm to find good solutions 

faster. Large populations help explore the search space more thoroughly, while 

the convergence time of the genetic algorithm increases with population size, 

nlogn where n is the population size. Thus, how large a population is needed, is 

determined by factors such as type of heuristic used to choose the population, 

computational complexity and memory constraints. 

The process termed as “breeding” is the most important aspect of the ge-

netic algorithm. In this process new, members are created in two steps 

a. Selecting the parents.  

b. Crossing and mutation of the parents to create new offspring.  
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Figure 3-1 Evolution Cycle of the Genetic Algorithm 

3.1 Key Steps in Implementing the Genetic Algorithm 

3.1.1 Selection: 

Selection is a method that randomly picks members out of the population 

according to their evaluation function. The higher the evaluated value of the fit-

ness functions, the more chance that member is selected.  

Selection Pressure is defined as the degree, to which better individuals are 

favored. Over successive generations, the selection pressure drives the algorithm 

to improve the population fitness. There are different types of selection techniques 

that can be used for selection of parents such as, rank selection, tournament selec-

tion, random selection, Roulette selection among others. For the test method pro-

posed in this work, an intelligent random selection process is used to select the 

initial population. After the first cycle of crossover and mutation, “Rank Selec-

tion” is used.   
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 For Rank selection, the fitness function is evaluated for each member of 

the search space which constitutes of initial members chosen and members pro-

duced from crossover and mutation. The members are then ranked based on the 

results obtained from the evaluation of the fitness function. In this application, the 

fitness function evaluated the mean square error between injected and extracted 

parameters. It is intended that this error is minimum. Hence from a huge pool of 

members, a new pool is chosen, fittest members from the ranked pool are chosen 

to form the new population for the next cycle. This way the search pool becomes 

stronger and stronger with each cycle and the algorithm eventually converges to 

the solution. 

 For Example if the initial population chosen has 100 members, and by 

crossing over and mutation another 200 members are added to the population. The 

cost function is evaluated for all 300 members. All 300 members are then ranked 

based on minimum error i.e. smallest error being the highest rank. The first 100 

highest ranked members are chosen to be the new population. Eventually when an 

optimum solution is reached all 100 members will be the same, representing the 

best possible outcome for the solution. In this application, it will correspond to the 

extracted values of the impairments and parameters. The two basic operations for 

creating new members to be added to the initial population are discussed below. 

3.1.2 Crossover: 

Crossover is a genetic operator that combines, parents (two possible solu-

tions from the chosen population) to produce a new offspring. The idea behind 
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cross over is that the new offspring produced is fitter than the parents chosen if it 

takes the best characteristic from both of them, meaning that we move closer to 

obtaining an optimum solution. Cross over is done by defining a cross over prob-

ability and applying a crossover operator.  

Crossover operators are of many types, one point crossover, two point 

crossover, uniform crossover, arithmetic crossover, heuristic crossover, etc. In this 

particular application of the GA to extract various transceiver impairments and 

system parameters, the arithmetic crossover operator has been used. 

In this application, two members from the random initial population are 

chosen and the crossover operation is performed as shown below: 

Member 1 = Rand Sample1 from Initial Population 

Member 2 = Rand Sample2 from Initial Population 

New member generated from crossover =( Member1 + Member2)/2 

3.1.3 Mutation: 

Mutation is an important part of genetic search as it helps in preventing 

the search algorithm from stagnating at local minima. It helps in maintaining ge-

netic diversity of the chosen population. Mutation alters the members from the 

initial members, an creates new members which are added to the search space. 

The idea is that with this new pool of members, the GA might be able to arrive at 

a better, more optimum solution than that from the previous one. 
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Mutation is performed by defining a user defined mutation probability al-

pha, usually set to a fairly low value. In this application alpha is chosen to be 0.04 

for the first cycle and is then made smaller for every following cycle. The mem-

ber is mutated by adding a random multiple of the probability factor alpha to the 

member. 

Member1 = member from initial population 

          New member = (Rand() *alpha + 1)*Member1 

3.2  An Outline of The Genetic Algorithm: 

1. Generate the initial random population of N members i.e. possible solu-

tions to the problem. 

2. Develop the Fitness function for the problem: for example in this applica-

tion it is the sum of mean square error: 

Minimize f(G, td , phid ) = (I1C –I1)
2
 + (I2C –I2)

2
 +( I3C-I3)

2
              (3.1) 

Where 

I1=
G

 2k 
.cos(ωc1.td +phid)                                                     (3.2) 

 I2=
G

 2k 
.cos(ωc2.td +phid)                                                    (3.3) 

 I3=
G

 2k 
.cos(ωc3.td +phid)                                                    (3.4) 

And I1C , I2C and I3C are evaluated for every member value for Gain G, propa-

gation delay td and phase mismatch phid. 
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3.  Repeat the following steps, until the new population is generated: 

(a) Selection: Select two parent members from the initial population N. Better the 

fitness better the chances to be selected. 

(b) Crossover: Using the defined crossover probability, apply the crossover opera-

tor on the selected members to form new members.  

(c) Mutation:  With a mutation probability, mutate members from initial popula-

tion to form mew members. 

(d) Combine all members into one search pool where: 

Search pool = Initial members + New members due to crossover + New members 

due to Mutation. 

4. Evaluate the fitness function for every member of the search pool. 

5. Rank the members based on minimum error criteria. 

6. Choose first N/2 highest ranked members and N/2 members from the initial 

population and form the new initial population of  N members. 

7. Using the new generated population, repeat the cycle from step 3 and iterate to 

obtain the most optimum solution, i.e. values of extracted parameters G, td and 

phid, that are comparable to the injected values of G, td phid. This enables the ex-

traction of impairments and system parameters with high accuracy, by using a 
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simple intelligent search technique, involving very basic mathematical operations. 

Therefore this technique can be easily implemented. 
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3.3 Flow Chart of the Algorithm 

 

Figure 3-2 Flow chart describing the process involved in implementing the Genet-

ic Algorithm 
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3.4 Summary 

In this Chapter a detailed explanation of how genetic algorithm is chosen 

for the extraction of linear impairment parameters has been presented. The chap-

ter explains in detail about genetic algorithm, the various steps such as selection, 

creation of new members and ranking. It also explains about the different factors 

that need to be taken into consideration while implementing the algorithm in order 

to obtain efficient results in the end. The chapter gives an outline of how the ge-

netic algorithm can be applied for this particular problem of extraction of different 

system parameters. The next chapter presents and in depth analysis of combining 

the linear analytical model with the genetic algorithm for extraction. 
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CHAPTER 4 

APPLICATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR EXTRACTION OF  

TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM IMPAIRMENTS & PARAMETERS 

As described in Chapter 3, the transceiver parameters to be extracted are 

Gtx - Gain of the transmit path, Grx- Gain of the Receive path, gtx - Gain mis-

match of the transmit path, grx - Gain mismatch of the receive path, td-Loop back 

path delay, ϕtx- I/Q phase mismatch for the transmit side,ϕrx - I/Q phase mis-

match for the receive side, φd  -Time delay ωtd. These parameters are extracted 

using the linear system model developed, by applying genetic search algorithm as 

described in the previous section. 

4.1 STEP 1:  Selection of Initial Population: 

A random population of the parameters to be extracted is chosen. For example, in 

the first step the parameters extracted are: G, φd  and td.   

A set of 100 members (values) for each of the parameters are chosen within 

bounds defined for each. 

G_initial = {G1, G2, G3 ……. G100}; G between 0.1 & 5 

φd_initial = {φd 1, φd 2,φd 3……………………φd 100}; φd   Between -10° & 

+10° 

td_initial = {td1, td2, td 3………………………td100}; td between 10ps & 200ps 
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4.2 STEP 2: Formation of New Members: 

Using the process of crossover and mutation described earlier, new members are 

created for { G, φd  and td }. 

4.2.1 Crossover:   

From the set of 100 members, 2 random members are chosen for each parameter, 

and the crossover operator is applied to generate a new member. 

Gcrossover = 
  Gm1 + Gm2  

2
  

(4.1) 

Where Gm1 and Gm2 can be any value from set { G1, G2,G3……G100}. 

Similarly, 

φ
dcrossover

= 
  φ

d
m1+φ

d
m2  

2
 

         (4.2) 

Where φd𝑚1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 φd𝑚2 can be any value from set, 

{φd1, φd2, φd3……………………φd100} 

And, 

td_crossover = 
( tdm1+tdm2 )

2
 

Where tdm1 and tdm2 can be any value from set  
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{td1, td2, td3………………………td100}. 

1000 such crossover members are generated: 

Gcrossovermem={Gcrossover1,Gcrossover2,……………………Gcrossover1000} 

φ
d
crossovermem={φ

d
crossover1,φ

d
crossover2,…………….φ

d
crossover1000} 

 td_crossovermem={tdcrossover1,tdcrossover2,………………tdcrossover1000} 

4.2.2 Mutation: 

For every member of the initial set of 100 members chosen 5 mutated 

members are generated. This means a total of 500 mutated members are generat-

ed. The mutation coefficient alpha is chosen as 0.04 for the first iteration and then 

made smaller for iteration after. The mutated member is generated by applying 

the mutation coefficient as follows: 

Mutation factor, Mutfact= rand()*alpha+1 , chooses a value of Mutfact 

between 1 and (alpha+1). This 𝑀𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 is used so that we can generate different 

mutated members of same Gm1 using different 𝑀𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 values. 

G_muated=Mutfact*Gm1 

So for every  

{G1, G2, G3  …….G100},{φ
d
1, φ

d
2,φ

d
3……………………φ

d
100}and {td1, td2, 

td 3………………………td100}, 5 mutated members are generated : 
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G_mutatedmem = { G1mut1... G1mut5, …. G100mut1,G100mut2,…., G100mut5} 

φ
d
mutatedmem = { φ

d
1mut1,.. G1mut5, ….φ

d
100mut1,….,φ

d
100mut5} 

td_mutatedmem = { td1mut1,,….. td1mut5, …. td100mut1,…., td100mut5} 

4.2.3 Building a total population – search space: 

A total population for each parameter is built by combining the initial 

members, and the new members generated by performing crossover and mutation. 

Gtotal={G_initial ,G_crossovermem,G_mutatedmem} 

Where, G_initial  has 100 members, G_crossovermem  has 1000 members and 

G_mutatedmem has 500 members. Hence the total search space, Gtotal has 1600 

members. 

4.3 STEP 3:  Formation and Evaluation of cost function: 

The system model for Irx and Qrx are used in order to form cost function 

or fitness function. The amplitude of the I component of the received signal  Irx(t) 

from equation (14), is denoted with I  

I=
Grx.Gtx. cos tdω-φ

d
 

2 k
 

(4.3) 
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I=
G . cos tdω-φ

d
 

2 k
 

(4.4) 

Where G  = Total Path Gain = Grx.Gtx can be extracted as a single parameter. 

ω  =  2πf  where f is the frequency of the signal , 2.4Ghz to 2.5Ghz .  

Consider ω1 =  2π . (2.4e9) 

    ω2 =  2π . (2.45e9)  

    ω3 =  2π . (2.5e9)  

The different amplitudes are chosen so as to be able to independently de-

couple the parameters from the expressions derived. The frequency range chosen 

is the WIMAX frequency range. Hence this extraction technique has been devel-

oped for WIMAX applications. 

Amplitudes corresponding to the frequencies can be written as: 

I1=
G . cos tdω1-φ

d
 

2 k
 

(4.5) 

I2=
G . cos tdω2-φ

d
 

2 k
 

(4.6) 
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I3=
G . cos tdω3-φ

d
 

2 k
 

(4.7) 

I1, I2 and I3 are first evaluated using the injected values of G, td and φd . For each 

set of parameters 

{{G1, φd1 and td 1 }, { G2, φd2 and td 2 } …..{G1600,  φd1600 and td1600}}, 

from the 𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  set,  I1C, I2C  and I3C are evaluated. 

The cost function is defined as the summation of mean square error, is calculated 

for all 1600 sets of {G, φd  and td}. 

Minimize f G, td ,φ
d
  =  I1C –I1 

2
 +  I2C –I2 

2
 +  I3C-I3 

2
                         (4.8) 

4.4 STEP 4: Ranking 

Ideally the desired value of mean square error is zero. A mean square error 

of zero or approximately zero would result in a set of values for(𝐺, 𝑡𝑑 , φd ) which 

would correspond to accurately extracted parameters of the transceiver system. 

Hence Minimum mean square error is the terminating condition for the algorithm. 

The evaluated f(G, td , φ
d
 ) are arranged in ascending order. Smallest val-

ue of  f(G, td , φ
d
 ), corresponds to minimum mean square error and is given the 

highest rank. First 50 members from the ranked members are chosen and 50 ran-

dom members from the initial population G_initial  are chosen to be the new 100 

members to be the G_initial  set for the next iteration. The STEPS 2 through 4 are 
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evaluated until the minimum mean square error criterion is met. Thus the fittest 

member survives. This set of {G, td , φ
d
} will be the extracted system parameters. 

After extraction of    td ,φd , these extracted parameters are used to extract 

gtx and φtx . The same algorithm as described is followed, but the amplitude of 

the quadrature component of the received Irx , signal is used. A new cost function 

is used to extract { gtx, φtx} : 

A1=
G 1+gtx . sin td.ω1+φ

d
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

(4.9) 

A2=
G 1+gtx . sin td.ω2+φ

d
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

(4.10) 

A3=
G 1+gtx . sin td.ω3+φ

d
-φ

tx
 

2 k
 

(4.11) 

A1, A2 and A3 are evaluated using the injected values and A1C, A2C, 

A3C are evaluated for every 1600 sets of { gtx, φtx} generated as described in the 

algorithm. 

The Cost function is defined as: 

Minimize f  gtx, φ
tx

  =(A1C –A1)
2
 + (A2C –A2)

2
 +( A3C-A3)

2
    (4.12) 
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The Ranking operation is performed, the algorithm is executed as described and 

the values for gtx and φtx  are extracted. 

Once G, td , φ
d
 ,gtx, φ

tx
are extracted, these are used to extract  grx, φrx . 

The amplitude of the received signal Qrx is used for the formation of the cost 

function 

L1=
G 1+gtx (1+grx). Cos td.ω1+φ

d
-φ

tx
+φ

rx
 

2 k
 

(4.13) 

L2=
G 1+gtx (1+grx). Cos td.ω2+φ

d
-φ

tx
+φ

rx
 

2 k
 

(4.14) 

L3=
G 1+gtx (1+grx). Cos td.ω3+φ

d
-φ

tx
+φ

rx
 

2 k
 

 (4.15) 

L1, L2 and L3 are evaluated using the injected values and L1C, L2C, L3C are 

evaluated for every 1600 sets of { grx, φrx} generated as described in the algo-

rithm. 

The Cost function is defined as: 

Minimize f( grx, φ
rx

 ) = (L1C –L1)
2
 + (L2C –L2)

2
 +( L3C-L3)

2
  (4.16) 
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The Ranking operation is performed and the algorithm is executed as described 

and the values for grx and φrx  are extracted. 

The results for the extraction of system parameters using the proposed analytical 

method are as shown in Table 4-1.  & Table 4-2. 

Table 4-1 Measurement Results for proposed extraction technique over 5 itera-

tions of the Genetic Algorithm. 

Parameter Injected 
Extracted 

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 

G 2 1.9532 1.9102 1.9299 1.9787 1.9649 

Td 50ps 52.3 54.7 53.3 50.9 51.7 

Gtx 0.03 0.0300 0.0300 0.0300 0.0301 0.0300 

Φtx 3° 3.0000 3.0000 3.0000 3.0034 3.0000 

Grx 0.15 0.1500 0.1500 0.1456 0.1496 0.1493 

Φrx 5° 5.0000 5.0000 4.7983 4.9780 4.9664 

Table 4-2 Measurement RMS Error over 5 Iterations 

Parameter Injected 
Extracted 

Mean RMS Error 

G 2 1.947 0.130 

td (ps) 50 52.55 6.42 

Gtx 0.03 0.030013 0.000064 

φtx(°) 3 3.0007 0.0034 

Grx 0.15 0.1489 0.0045 

φrx(°) 5 4.949 0.206 
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4.5 Summary 

In this chapter an in depth analysis of  application of genetic algorithm is 

presented. It is used in combination with the Linear analytical model developed to 

extract parameters and impairments such as overall Gain G, gain mismatch gtx, 

grx phase mismatch φtx , φrx and time delay td to determine the cost function. 

The last section of this chapter presents the results obtained for extraction by im-

plementing the proposed technique. The results obtained for extraction are shown 

in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. These results were compared with existing extraction 

techniques proposed in prior work such as in [6] and it has been seen that the 

RMS errors obtained for extraction using the technique presented in thesis are 

low. The RMS error for I/Q phase mismatch is found to be less than 0.1°, I/Q gain 

mismatch is found to be less than 0.0005 and time skew td around 6ps. The next 

chapter describes in detail the mathematical analytical nonlinear modeling of the 

transceiver. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING THE NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOUR OF THE 

TRANSCEIVER 

Nonlinearity in analog circuits is mainly due to the nonlinear behavior of 

the system amplifiers and frequency conversion mixers. The signal transmitted 

through the antenna contains both the linearly and nonlinearly up-converted, am-

plified signal terms. Similarly due the down conversion mixer operation, in the 

receiver side, the signal captured by the antenna is amplified and down-converted. 

This adds more non linear terms. Since the transceiver circuit operates in a cas-

caded fashion the receiver sees a composite effect of linear and nonlinear terms 

both from the transmit and receive path. 

 

Figure 5-1 Transceiver Model with Impairments 
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5.1 Mathematical Nonlinear Modeling of the Transceivers 

The nonlinearity of the transmit and receive paths can be modeled as third 

order polynomial gain functions. Third order gain functions for every analog cir-

cuit block on the transmit path and  the receiver path, can be defined separately 

.However, this results in a large number of  nonlinear gain function coefficients, 

that need to be extracted and the  analytical modeling of the system becomes im-

possible due to the huge number of parameters and nonlinear signal terms in-

volved. To simplify this process, nonlinearity of the transmitter path and the re-

ceiver path as a whole is measured rather than that of the individual components. 

Thus the gain of the transmit path can be represented as: 

                                               GTX= α1.x+ α2.x2+α3.x3                               (5.1) 

And gain of the receive path can be expressed as: 

                                              GRX= β1.x+ β2.x2+β3.x3                              (5.2) 

Equation (2.14) and (2.15) represent the complete linear response of the 

transceiver which includes all impairments and parameters except for the nonli-

nearities. Nonlinear response of the transceiver will include (2.14) and (2.15) as 

the linear term along with the nonlinear signal terms. The nonlinear model is de-

veloped by applying the gain functions defined in (5.1) and (5.2) to the transmitter 

and the receiver path. The nonlinearity of the whole transmitter or the receiver 

path can be approximated with the gain functions defined in (5.1) and (5.2). The 
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linear gain coefficients α1 and β1 of the transmitter and the receiver respectively 

can be used instead of Gtx and Grx in equations (2.14) and (2.15). 

Gain functions of the transmitter and receiver are applied and the steps fol-

lowed to derive the linear model are repeated as follows: 

                                                   I' t =I t-τtx + DCItx                                        (5.3)                          

                          Q
' t = 1+gtx .((Q(t-τtx – τdtx)+ DCQtx)                                 (5.4) 

The above signals are up converted by the modeled Local Oscillator (LO) 

signals which are as follows: 

                                                      LOitx = cos(ωt)                                                   (5.5) 

                                            LOqtx=sin(ωt + ϕtx)                                              (5.6) 

The transmitted signal can be expressed as 

rRF  t = I’ t . cos ωt - Q’ t . sin ωt + ϕtx     

rRF  t =Gtx.[  I t- τtx + DCItx . cos ωt  

–    1+gtx . Q t – τtx – τdtx + DCQtx  . sin ωt + ϕtx ]                                                                           

(5.7) 
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This signal is delayed by the loop back path before it reaches the receiver, 

rRF (t-td) =[(I(t- τtx) +  DCItx). cos(ω(t-td)) –  

((1+gtx).(Q(t – τtx – τdtx) +  DCQtx)). sin(ω(t –td)+ ϕtx)] =rRF –TX                                                   

(5.8)                     

Applying the Gain function for the transmit path: 

GTX(x)= α1.x+ α2.x2+α3.x3 

TXout=GTX(rRF  t ) 

TXout t =  α1.   I t- τtx +  DCItx . cos ω t-td    

–   1+gtx . Q t – τtx – τdtx +  DCQtx  . sin ω t –td + ϕtx  

+α2.   I t −  τtx +   DCItx  . cos ω t − td  –   1 + gtx .  Q t –  τtx –  τdtx +

  DCQtx   . sin ω t – td +  ϕtx  
2

+ α3.   I t −  τtx +  DCItx  . cos ω t −

td  –    1 + gtx .  Q t –  τtx –  τdtx +   DCQtx   . sin ω t – td +  ϕtx  
3

  

                                                                     (5.9) 

Where td represents the loop back path delay. 

Signal TXout t  delayed by the loopback path is applied to the receiver input with 

an attenuator, having an attenuation factor, k.  

Applying the Gain function for the receive path to the above received signal: 
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GRX(x)= β1.x+ β2.x2+β3.x3 

RXout=
GRX (RFrx(t))

k
 

(5.10) 

The above signal is then is then down converted. Using the LO signals for the re-

ceiver: 

                                    LOqtx = cos(ωt+φ
d
)                  (5.11)           

                          LOqtx=sin(ωt + ϕrx+φ
d
)                                                     (5.12) 

The received I and Q signals are: 

                           IRX  t =RXout. cos(ωt+φ
d
)                                                 (5.13) 

                 Q
RX 

 t =RXout. 1+grx . sin(ωt + ϕrx+φ
d
)                                  (5.14) 

These received signals are filtered. The final equations expressing the non-

linear response of the transceiver containing up to 9
th
 order nonlinear terms is thus 

derived analytically. The complete equation is highly complex and contains a 

large number of terms.  

5.2 Validating the developed mathematical model of the Transceiver 

A transceiver model as shown in Figure 5-1 is constructed in MATLAB 

including the nonlinear power Amplifier (PA), low noise amplifier (LNA) and 

frequency up – conversion and down –conversion  mixers. Received signals are 
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obtained and plotted by passing the transmitter I/Q signals through the nonlinear 

transceiver model. The waveforms shown in Figure 5-1 represent the actual I/Q 

response of the transceiver model developed in MATLAB.  

 

5-2 (a) 

 

5-2 (b) Figure 5-2 (a)I and (b)Q:  Transceiver response of Simulated MATLAB 

Model. 
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Figure 5-3 FFT of the Irx signal response of the MATLAB simulated transceiver 

model. 

The actual and analytically calculated I/Q responses of a nonlinear tran-

sceiver model are compared. This comparison is done by first computing the FFT 

of the I/Q response waveforms generated in MATLAB. By computing the FFT 

the amplitude of the signal at different desired frequency locations is obtained. 

The FFT of the I component of the received transceiver response is shown in Fig-

ure 5-2. 

From the analytical model, the amplitudes of the different frequency loca-

tions is computed by evaluating the derived equations, using a simple Mathemati-

ca code.  

The amplitudes of the I/Q response, obtained from the FFT and Analytical 

computation are compared at corresponding frequency locations as shown in Ta-
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ble 5-1. From the results it can be seen that both the simulated amplitudes as well 

as computed amplitudes are comparable. The difference between the two res-

ponses is also shown in Table 5-1 and as an error plot in Figure 5-3.  The maxi-

mum error is around 0.001158293 which is very low compared to the amplitude 

of the signal. This analysis validates the analytical nonlinear transceiver model 

developed and also justifies the sufficiency of the use of a simplified 7
th
 order non 

linear analytical model. This analysis also indicates that although every block in 

the receiver and transmitter path may contain nonlinear terms, the overall nonli-

nearity can be modeled as overall path nonlinearity, which is more significant 

than the nonlinearity measurement of each individual component in the transceiv-

er chain. 
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Table 5-1 Comparison of amplitude of Irx-Transceiver Response obtained from 

Mathematical Analytical Model Vs Simulated MATLAB Model. 

Frequency Locations 

Amplitude 

From Analyti-

cal Model  Amplitude From FFT Error 

w1 0.146933 0.146840407 9.25929E-05 

3w1 0.00139432 0.001440799 4.64793E-05 

5w1 7.35E-06 7.35E-06 1.69724E-09 

7w1 1.64E-08 1.62E-08 2.09344E-10 

w1+6w2 1.54E-08 1.51E-08 2.34327E-10 

w1-6w2 1.54E-08 1.51E-08 2.34293E-10 

w1-4w2 6.97E-06 7.01E-06 4.70563E-08 

w1+4w2 6.97E-06 7.01E-06 4.70044E-08 

w1+2w2 0.00133416 0.001404083 6.99232E-05 

w1-2w2 0.00133416 0.001404084 6.99244E-05 

4w1+w2 5.35E-07 5.20E-07 1.51188E-08 

4w1-w2 5.35E-07 5.20E-07 1.51181E-08 

6w1+w2 3.23E-09 3.13E-09 9.6289E-11 

6w1-w2 3.23E-09 3.13E-09 9.62795E-11 

5w1-2w2 4.89E-08 4.83E-08 5.89275E-10 

5w1+2w2 4.89E-08 4.83E-08 5.89275E-10 

3w1-4w2 4.78E-08 4.72E-08 6.18471E-10 

3w1+4w2 4.78E-08 4.72E-08 6.18471E-10 

w2 0.0137952 0.012636907 0.001158293 

3w2 0.000247135 2.48E-04 5.04718E-07 

5w2 1.32E-06 1.26E-06 6.67259E-08 

7w2 2.78E-09 2.75E-09 2.48039E-11 

4w1+3w2 3.58E-09 3.42E-09 1.61983E-10 

4w1-3w2 3.58E-09 3.42E-09 1.61983E-10 

2w1-3w2 9.03E-07 7.49E-07 1.53823E-07 

2w1+3w2 9.03E-07 7.49E-07 1.53823E-07 
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Figure 5-4 Transceiver response –Simulation Vs Analytical and the difference  

between the two responses. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter the detailed mathematical modeling of the nonlinear model 

of transceiver has been presented. Detailed expressions for the I/Q response at 

each stage of the transceiver, including the nonlinearity of the Analog/RF compo-

nents such as LNA, Mixer and PA have been derived. The next half of the chapter 

describes the validation of the mathematical model developed. The transceiver 

model including all nonlinearities is simulated in MATLAB and the I/Q response 

of receiver is obtained and the FFT of the response is taken to get the amplitudes 

of the signal at different frequency locations. The amplitude from FFT is com-

pared to the amplitude obtained from the mathematical expression for the  I/Q re-

sponse. The comparison results have been presented and the mathematical model 

developed has been validated.  
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CHAPTER 6 

EXTRACTION OF PARAMETERS USING NON LINEAR RESPONSE OF  

TRANSCEIVER MODEL 

The parameters to be extracted by using the nonlinear model developed 

are α1, α2, α3 and β1, β2, β3. In this research a genetic algorithm is used for ex-

traction of these parameters from the analytical model. The I/Q imbalance ex-

tracted from the linear model become known parameters. These known values are 

substituted for in the derived nonlinear system equations and the remaining nonli-

near parameters becomes the unknown. A GA is used to solve for these unknown 

parameters. This technique use simple mathematical operations and hence is ex-

tremely fast and would be computationally simple to implement on chip, when 

compared to that used in the previous works [6] [14] [15].  Once the nonlinear 

parameters are extracted the extracted transmit IIP3, TxIIP3 and receive IIP3, 

RxIIP3 of the system can be calculated. 

6.1 Application of genetic algorithm  

From the expressions derived for the nonlinear model, for extraction of pa-

rameters, the expression corresponding to the I term of the output response of the 

transceiver model is used for extraction of α1, α2, α3 and β1, β2, β3. The nonli-

near model contains up to 9
th
 order nonlinear terms. Genetic algorithm is applied 

to extract α1,  α2,  α3 and  β1,  β2,  β3 . The nonlinear expression derived, con-

tains terms corresponding to various frequency locations such as ω1,3 

ω1,5ω1,7ω1, ω2,3 ω2,5ω2,7ω2, ω1±4ω2, ω1±2ω2,3 ω1±4ω2, 3ω1±2ω2, 9ω2, 
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etc. From these the expressions corresponding to 6 different frequency locations 

are chosen. These expressions are used to formulate the cost function in the GA. 

The sinusoidal test signals applied to the nonlinear system model denoted by, 

   I=A1'.Cos(ω1. t )                                     (6.1) 

                                       Q=A2'.Sin(ω2. t )                                      (6.2) 

Where A1′ and A2′are the input signal amplitudes. 

These test signals are applied to both the mathematical analytical model and the 

MATLAB Model developed for the transceiver.  

Consider the frequency locations ω1, 3 ω1, 9 ω2, ω1 + 4ω2, 3ω1 + 4ω2. 

The amplitudes corresponding to these frequency locations are obtained by com-

puting the FFT of the nonlinear response in the simulated MATLAB Model. 

These amplitudes are denoted by A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. The mathematical 

expressions corresponding to the amplitudes of these frequency locations are de-

rived from the analytical non linear model. These are denoted by A1C, A2C, 

A3C, A4C, A5C and A6C. The expressions corresponding to the amplitudes are 

relatively complex and hence here a simplified form of the expressions has been 

shown. For simplification, the amplitude of the test signals are taken to me 0.1mV 

, and the extracted values for the linear system parameters as in Chapter  4 are 

substituted for in the mathematical expressions. Thus the only unknowns in ex-

pressions are α1,  α2,  α3 and  β1,  β2,  β3 . 
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The process of extraction using the genetic algorithm is similar to the one 

described to extract the parameters using the linear response. 

6.1.1 STEP 1:  Selection of Initial Population 

A random population of the parameters to be extracted, is chosen, and defined as  

α1_initial = {α11 ,α12…….α1100 }; 𝛼1 between 1.5 and  2.5 

α2_initial = {α21 ,α22…….α2100 }; 𝛼2 between -0.00001and +0.00001 

And similarly for α3,β1,β2 and β3 as : 

α3_initial, β1_initial, β2_initial and  β3_initial. 

6.1.2   STEP2: Formation of New Members 

Using the process of crossover and mutation described earlier, new members are 

created for α1 α2,  α3 and β1, β2,  β3 

Crossover:  

From the set of 100 members, 2 random members are chosen for each pa-

rameter and the crossover operator is applied to generate a new member. 

α1_crossover = 
( α11+α12 )

2
 

Whereα11 and α12 can be any value from the set {α11 ,α12…….α1100 } 

1000 such crossover members are generated for every parameter α2,  α3  and  

β1,  β2,  β3 for eg. 
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α1_crossovermem={α1crossover1,α1crossover2,……………α1crossover1000} 

Mutation: 

For every member of the initial set of 100 members chosen 10 mutated 

members are generated. This means a total of 1000 mutated members are generat-

ed. The mutation coefficient alpha is chosen as 0.3 for the first iteration and then 

made smaller for iteration after. The mutated member is generated by applying 

the mutation coefficient as follows: 

Mutation factor, Mutfact= rand()*alpha+1 , chooses a value of Mutfact 

between 1 and (alpha+1). This Mutfact is used so that we can generate different 

mutated members of same Gm1 using different 𝑀𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 values. 

α1_mutated=Mutfact*α1 

For example, for each element of the set  , {α11…….α1100 }  , 10 mutated members 

are generated: 

α1_mutatedmem = { α11mut1,,….. α11mut10, …. α1100mut1,…α1100mut10} 

Similarly for each parameter α2, α3, β1, β2 and β3 1000 such crossover members 

are generated. 

The total population is built by combining the initial members, and the new mem-

bers generated by performing crossover and mutation, for example 

α1total={α1_initial,α1_crossovermem,α1_mutatedmem} 
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Where α1initial  has 100 members, α1crossovermem   has 1000 members and 

α1mutatedmem  has 1000 members. Hence the total search space for 1 , α1total has 

2100 members. Similarly all the parameters α2,  α3,   β1,  β2 and  β3  have a 

search space containing 2100 members each. 

6.1.3 STEP 3:  Formation and Evaluation of Cost Function 

The simplified expressions corresponding to the different frequency locations are 

expressed as: 

      A1C =  0.0003232 α13β3 + 0.00001134*α12α3 β3
+  0.00001134 a1 α22β3 + 0.000725 α1 α2 β2 + 1.507
∗ 10-7α1 α32 β3 + 0.0434α1 β1 + 1.5072*10-7α22α3 β3 
+  8.485*10-6α2 α3 β2 + 6.89*10-10α33β3 +  0.000406 α3 β1 

 

A2C =   0.00006467 α13β3 +  3.6483 ∗ 10−6α12a3 β3 +  3.6483
∗ 10−6 α1 α22β3 +  0.000145 α1 α2 β2 +  6.1589
∗ 10−8 α1α32β3 +  6.15892398006327 ∗ 10−8 α22α3 β3 
+  2.7289 ∗ 10−6  a2 a3 b2 +  3.2741 ∗ 10−10  α33β3 
+  0.0000814 α3β1 

 

     A3C =  1.2285 ∗ 10^ − 13α33β3 
 

     A4C =  4.0319 ∗ 10−7α12α3 β3 +  4.0319 ∗ 10−7α1 α22β3 +  1.3342 ∗
                   10−8α1 α32β3 +  1.3342 ∗ 10−8α22α3 β3 +  3.0159 ∗
                   10−7α2 α3 β2 +    1.01703 ∗ 10−10α33β3 
 

 

     A5C = 2.6868 ∗ 10−9α1α32β3 +  2.6868 ∗ 10−9α22α3 β3 +  3.352
∗ 10−11α33β3 

 

     A6C =  0.0445625 ∗ α1 ∗ β1 
 
 

A1C, A2C, A3C, A4C, A5C and A6C are evaluated for all sets of α1, α2, α3 and 

β1, β2, β3 in the search pool. Using these evaluated amplitudes and the amplitude 
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from the FFT of the response from the nonlinear model simulated in MATLAB 

the cost function for the GA is defined as follows: 

Minimize  

f(α1,α2,α3,β1,β2,β3) = ((A1-A1C)2+(A2-A2C)2+(A3-A3C)2 +

  (A4-A4C)2+(A5-A5C)2+(A6-A6C)2              (6.) 

f(α1,α2,α3,β1,β2,β3)  is evaluated for all 2100 sets of α1,α2,α3,β1,β2,β3 gener-

ated in the search space. 

6.1.4 STEP 4: Ranking 

The evaluated f α1, α2, α3, β1, β2, β3 are arranged in ascending order. 

Smallest value of f(α1,α2,α3,β1,β2,β3)corresponds to Minimum Mean Square 

Error and is given the highest rank. First 50 members from the ranked and 50 ran-

dom members from the initial population are chosen to be the new 100 members 

to be the α1_initial set for the next iteration. The STEPS 2 through 4 are repeated 

until the minimum mean square error criterion is met. In this way the fittest values 

of α1, α2, α3, β1, β2, β3 corresponds to the extracted values.  

6.2 Results: 

This process of extraction on nonlinear parameters using the GA and the 

analytical model was performed for the specified test input signals (6.1)(6.2) and 

the results were obtained as shown  in the Table 6-1. 
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Table 6-1 Results for extraction of nonlinear parameters, using the Analytical 

Model and Genetic Algorithm 

Parameter Injected 

Extracted 

Run 1  Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 RMS Error 

α1 1.9952 1.96156 1.96808 1.94904 1.99787 1.97236 0.06740 

α2 0.0000 0.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0.00001 

α3 -1.976 -1.99435 -2.00840 -2.09355 -1.96364 -2.00852 0.12691 

β1 1.7782 1.78745 1.78191 1.79972 1.75368 1.77817 0.03409 

β2 0.0000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000 0.00001 

β3 -2.376 -2.32289 -2.32096 -2.31825 -2.32043 -2.41226 0.11763 

 

Using the extracted values of α1, α2, α3, β1, β2 and β3, the extracted val-

ues of TxIIP3 and RxIIP3 are calculated and compared to the injected values. It 

observed from Table 6-2 that the error in extraction of nonlinear parameters is 

very small and is around 0.04 dB.  

Thus this extraction technique proposed in this thesis is not only cable of 

extracting the nonlinear parameters α1, α2, α3, β1, β2, and β3, but also provides 

important system parameter information, the extracted system TxIIP3 and RxIIP3. 

Table 6-2 Results for extraction of nonlinear system parameters TxIIP3 and 

RxIIP3 

Paramter 

Injected 

(dBm)  

Extracted 

(dBm) 

Error 

(dB) 

TxIIP3  14.3 14.33474 0.035 

RxIIP3  13 13.0435 0.044 
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6.3 Summary 

This chapter explains in depth the application of genetic algorithm in 

combination with the nonlinear model developed for the transceiver, to extract 

the nonlinear parameters of the system. The step by step extraction process to 

be followed has been explained in detail. The genetic algorithm was imple-

mented in MATLAB and the results for extraction of the nonlinear parame-

ters, along with system parameter, IIP3, has been presented.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusion 

The first part of this thesis concentrated on developing a mathematical 

model of the transceiver, including the system parameters and impairments. A 

two extraction process has been presented for the extraction .First the linear sys-

tem model was developed. The extraction of system parameters and impairments 

such as I/Q gain mismatch, phase mismatch and time delay was performed by us-

ing the expressions derived in the linear system model and the genetic algorithm 

approach. The second half of the thesis concentrates on mathematical modeling of 

the nonlinear system model for the transceiver. The transceiver model was also 

simulated in MATLAB. Test input I/Q signals were applied to this model and the 

output response was compared to the response obtained by applying the test sig-

nals to the mathematical model. This comparison was done by comparing the am-

plitudes of the response obtained from MATLAB Vs Mathematical Modeling. It 

was found that both the responses matched and the error was minimal. Thus the 

mathematical model developed was validated. This model was then used to ex-

tract the nonlinear parameters The extraction technique proposed in this work 

technique uses a GA in combination with the analytical model developed for the 

transceiver. The technique yields good extraction results. The extraction tech-

nique uses simple mathematical operations and a fairly simple genetic algorithm. 

The extraction is fast and computationally simple when compared to other exist-
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ing techniques such as traditional two step dedicated approach, Nonlinear Solver 

(NLS) approach, etc. The NLS technique is computationally complex and runs the 

risk of non-convergence, which means higher extraction time, large memory re-

quirement and cost. The aim of the thesis was to approach the issue of complex 

test extraction techniques and arrive at a computationally simple and cost effec-

tive solution. 

7.2 Future Work 

There is wide scope for potential future work and some of them are listed be-

low. 

 Hardware implementation of the linear model approach and nonlinear 

model approach for extraction of parameters. 

 Time skew parameters were not extracted using this technique and this 

technique can be extended to extract these parameters as well. 

 It is observed that the extraction results are sensitive to the input ampli-

tude/power levels of the I/Q signals applied to the transceiver model. 

Analysis of this sensitivity and dependency of the system parameters on 

the amplitude can be investigated. 

 The expressions derived for the nonlinear response model considers up to 

9
th
 order nonlinearity. It was found that the extraction results had a very 

high dependency on the order chosen. One way to simplify the computa-

tional complexity would be to reduce the order of the nonlinearity chosen. 
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But the sensitivity of the extraction results to that of the order chosen can 

be focused upon to achieve a simpler nonlinear mathematical model. 
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